Adair® Clip

Unlike any other stone cladding on the market, Adair® Clip has been designed for installation using the Gridworx® channel system, which Arriscraft has successfully used for its thin ARRIS-clip calcium silicate stone product for many years. Adair® is a natural limestone which means its performance and durability is unmatched by concrete-based manufactured stone.

With lengths of up to 6’, our standard sized panels are ideal for creating striking designs. We can also customize the size and finish of Adair® clip to suit your design vision.
Adair® Clip Standard Sized Panels

Our standard Adair® Clip panels are essentially very large sheets, or panels, of limestone that clip into a channel system. These standard sized panels are a cost effective way to add an outstanding aesthetic while benefiting from the durability and quality of natural stone.

AVAILABLE STANDARD FEATURES:
- Lengths of 47-3/4" and 71-3/4"
- 1-1/4" thickness
- Available in Stretcher, Quirk Mitre, and Back-Checked units
- Blue-Grey or Sepia tones, in Fleuri or Veined pattern
- Fine or Medium Dressed texture

Standard and custom sized Adair® panels can be combined, although using standard sizes will provide the most cost effective option.